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ON THE CUBIC NLS ON 3D COMPACT DOMAINS
FABRICE PLANCHON
Abstract. We prove bilinear estimates for the Schrödinger equation on 3D domains, with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. On non-trapping domains, they match the R3 case, while on bounded domains
they match the generic boundaryless manifold case. As an application, we obtain global well-
posedness for the defocusing cubic NLS for data in Hs0pΩq, 1 ă s ď 3, with Ω any bounded domain
with smooth boundary.
Résumé
On démontre des estimations bilinéaires pour l’équation de Schrödinger sur des domaines tridimen-
sionnels, avec condition de Dirichlet au bord. Dans le cas non-captant, on retrouve les estimations
connues dans R3, et sur un domaine borné on obtient des estimations similaires à celles du cas
d’une variété compacte générique sans bord. Une application est donnée à l’existence de solutions
globales dans Hs0pΩq, 1 ă s ď 3, avec Ω un domaine borné régulier.
1. Introduction
Let Ω Ă R3 be a domain with a smooth boundary BΩ, and consider the Schrödinger equation
(1) iBtφ`∆φ “ ε|φ|2φ, with φ|BΩ “ 0 and φt“0 “ φ0 .
Our first interest is the linear equation, that is ε “ 0. When Ω “ R3, dispersive properties of (1)
are well-understood and play a crucial role in understanding the nonlinear case ε “ ˘1. One has a
large set of sharp Strichartz estimates ([32, 16, 23] and among other things the nonlinear problem is
locally well-posed in the Sobolev space 9H
1
2 pR3q ([13]), and globally well-posed in the energy space
H1pR3q (with a smallness condition on the L2pR3q norm in the focusing case ε “ ´1), see [16]. On
domains, our understanding of dispersion is far from complete: depending on the geometry of light
rays, we have essentially two cases,
‚ Ω is the exterior of a non trapping obstacle: a restricted set of non sharp (but scale-invariant)
Strichartz estimates is known to hold ([3], see also [28] and [9]), together with square-function
type estimates, [22]. In the special case of a strictly convex obstacle, Strichartz estimates
hold as in R3 (except possibly for the endpoint), [20];
‚ Ω is a compact domain with smooth boundaries: there, the same set of estimates as in the
exterior case in known to hold, but only at semi-classical time scales. In fact, the estimates in
the non trapping case are obtained by combining these semi-classical estimates with the local
smoothing effect, following a strategy pioneered by [31]. Thus, the best available Strichartz
estimates are due to [3] (see also [4] and [2] for earlier progress) and they exhibit losses
with respect to scaling (translating to a regularity loss when compared to the exterior case).
Moreover, when compared to Strichartz estimates on compact manifolds without boundaries
([10]), we have a restricted set of exponents. As such, one may solve the nonlinear cubic
equation (1) only for HspΩq X H1
0
pΩq, 1 ă s ď 2, and this is a local in time construction
(combined logarithmic losses in the available Strichartz estimates prevent a Brezis-Gallouët
or Yudovitch-like argument). Moreover, counterexamples to the sharp Strichartz estimates
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were constructed in [19] (though this leaves a large gap to be filled between our current
knowledge and these counterexamples).
On compact, boundary less, manifolds, an alternate strategy was pushed forward in [11, 12]:
Strichartz estimates are replaced by bilinear L2t,x estimates, following [6] which dealt with ratio-
nal tori. On specific manifolds (e.g. Zoll manifolds), for which eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are
well-distributed, these bilinear estimates prove to be more efficient than Strichartz estimates. In
[1], such bilinear estimates are established for radial data on Ω “ Bp0, 1q, and they match the Zoll
manifold case (however, [1] provides a counter-example to such optimal estimates in the non radial
case), providing near optimal well-posedness for the cubic NLS. Moreover, we learned after comple-
tion of the present work that the radial quintic NLS may be addressed ([26]) by tranfering estimates
from the boundary less manifold S3. In a different direction, bilinear estimates have proved to be
quite useful in the whole space when dealing with long time behavior of nonlinear solutions (from
[7] to [14]). Heuristically, one would expect such bilinear estimates to hold on the semiclassical time
scale for generic compact manifolds, and this is indeed true, [18].
Our aim is to obtain such estimates on generic domains, with Dirichlet boundary conditions. In
[28], we derived a linear L4t,x estimate from our general bilinear virial machinery (later matched in [3],
among a larger set of estimates); as a side note, [28] provides an argument allowing to recover [7] from
the Radon transform estimate, but such an argument, while mostly based on integration by parts,
is still using preservation of the Fourier support by the linear flow (and the argument is, in some
sense, non local due to the use of the Radon transform). In [27], we provide a different argument,
much more local, and based on a Sobolev trace lemma (such an argument would allow to recover [18]
through an appropriate microlocalization procedure); similar arguments appeared independently in
[29] (see also [30] for further developments) in dealing with the covariant Schrödinger equation.
However these procedures still rely on localizing the Fourier support in a specific direction, which
seems out of reach for the boundary value case. Very recently, however, [15] obtained a variant
of such bilinear estimates on the exterior of the strictly convex obstacle (such a gradient form of
bilinear estimates already proved useful in [1]). The argument from [15] relies on the Strichartz
estimates from [20] and on the trace lemma applied to the bilinear virial estimates from [28], but
done in a way which only involve the low frequencies, bypassing “directional” requirements on the
high frequencies. In the present paper, we adapt that argument to generic domains, irrespective
of the geometry of the boundary, obtaining a bilinear estimate which involves trace terms on the
right-hand side. Such trace terms are then disposed of, either by local smoothing effects in the
non trapping case, or by restricting to semiclassical time scales on compact domains. Furthermore,
we utilize the machinery developed in [21] to derive the usual bilinear estimate from the gradient
one. The combination of both estimates immediately recovers the local well-posedness result we
mentioned earlier for (1) in HspΩqXH10 pΩq for 1 ă s ď 2 ([1]) ; we further develop the local theory
close to s “ 1 by combining our bilinear estimate, the endpoint Strichartz estimate from [3] together
with a discrete Gronwall-like estimate (inspired by [5]) to obtain global well-posedness results.
The main advantage of the present note is that it mostly relies on basic tools to obtain estimates
on linear solutions, as we do not require any sophisticated microlocal approximation of the solution;
however, we deal with the flat Laplacian on a domain, unlike most of the aforementioned results
which deal with smooth manifolds (hence variable coefficients) and both Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary conditions. We claim however that the present approach is mostly local in space, and
may be adapted to the variable coefficients case, at the expense of technical tedious complications.
We chose to focus on the flat case to highlight the simplicity of the argument.
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2. Main results
2.1. Bilinear estimates for the linear Schrödinger equation on a domain Ω. Let Ω Ă R3
be a domain with a smooth boundary BΩ, and consider the Schrödinger equation
(2) iBtwm `∆wm “ 0, with wm|BΩ “ 0,
where m stands for data wmp0q which are spectrally localized at
?´∆ „ 2m, m P Z. By this, we
mean that, for some ϕ P C80 pR`q, wm “ ϕp2´m
?´∆qwm. The smoothed out spectral projector
ϕp?´∆q may be defined by spectral calculus or, more directly, by the Dynkin-Helffer-Sjöstrand
formula (see [21] for details and useful properties of such operators). Let us define, for k P N‹ and
with Bn the normal derivative on the boundary,
(3) Hkpwmq “ }wmp0q}2}wmp0q} 9H1
0
pΩq `
ż T
0
ż
xPBΩ
kÿ
l“0
2´2lm|Bn∆lwm|2 dSxdt .
Theorem 2.1. Consider two solutions uj and vk to (1), with data ujp0q which is spectrally localized
at
?´∆ „ 2j and data vkp0q which is spectrally localized at
?´∆ „ 2k, where k ď j. Then the
following bilinear estimate holds:
(4)
ż T
0
}vk∇uj}22 dt À 22k
`}vkp0q}22H0pujq ` }ujp0q}22H2pvkq˘ .
We now provide bilinear estimates when one has global (in time) control of the boundary term.
Proposition 2.1. Let uj and vk be as in Theorem 2.1 and assume moreover that Ω “ R3zΣ, where
Σ is a non trapping smooth compact obstacle. Then,
(5)
ż
R
}ujvk}22 dt` 2´2j
ż
R
}vk∇uj}22 dt À 22k´j}ujp0q}22}vkp0q}22 .
In [15], the gradient estimate from the left-hand side of (5) is obtained for a strictly convex Σ
(actually the statement there deals with }∇pv¯kujq}2 but as we will see later the difference term is
at a lower order).
On a bounded domain, one will have losses unless T À 2´j :
Proposition 2.2. Let uj and vk be as in Theorem 2.1 and assume moreover that Ω is a compact
domain of R3 with smooth boundary. If T ă 2´j then
(6)
ż T
0
}ujvk}22 dt` 2´2j
ż T
0
}vk∇uj}22 dt À 22k´j}ujp0q}22}vkp0q}22 .
Moreover, for T ă `8, we have
(7)
ż T
0
}ujvk}22 dt` 2´2j
ż T
0
}vk∇uj}22 dt À T22k}ujp0q}22}vkp0q}22 .
3. Application
We now return to our nonlinear cubic Schrödinger equation (1).
Theorem 3.1. Let Ω be a bounded domain in R3 with smooth boundary. Let φ0 P Hs0pΩq with
1 ă s ď 3. Then the defocusing (1) admits a global solution u P CtpHs0q which is unique in a
suitable subspace. The same result holds true in the focusing case provided the L2pΩq norm of φ0 is
sufficiently small with respect to the H1
0
pΩq norm. Moreover, the associated flow is analytic.
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Before stating further results, we need to define several function spaces which will be of help.
We start with (inhomogeneous) Besov spaces which are built on the spectral localization ([21] for
details). Let us recall that a Littlewood-Paley decomposition is a collection of operator p∆jqjPN
defined as follows: let φ P SpRq such that pφ “ 1 for |ξ| ď 1 and pφ “ 0 for |ξ| ą 11{10, φjpξq “
2jφp2jξq, Sj “ φjp
?´∆q, ψjpξq “ pφj`1 ´ φjqpξq, ∆j “ Sj`1 ´ Sj “ ψjp
?´∆q. For notational
convenience, we may sometimes refer to S0 as ∆´1. We shall denote uj “ ∆ju.
Definition 3.1. Let f be in S 1pΩ˚q, s P R and 1 ď p, q ď `8. We say f belongs to Bs,qp (resp.
B
s,q
p,l ) if and only if, with λj,s “ 2js (resp. λj,s “ 2js log
1
2 j)
‚ S0f P Lp.
‚ The sequence pεjqjPN with εj “ λpj, sq}∆jpfq}Lp belongs to lq.
We define our Sobolev spaces Hs0pΩq “ Bs,22 and remark H10 pΩq is the usual Sobolev space
associated to the Dirichlet Laplacian. We will later use its subspace 9B1,1
2,l . Notice that functions in
B
s,2
2
for s ą 1{2 will satisfy trace conditions (involving only powers of the Laplacian) as they are
embedded in the definition through the use of the spectral projector. Finally, we will also need the
conormal spaces introduced in [24, 25]. In the present paper, the atomic spaces Up and V p may be
seen as a black box for which we refer to Section 2, [17], for definitions and useful properties. In our
setting, we will be using Definition 2.15 in [17] with Sptq “ exppit∆q the linear Schrödinger group
associated with the Dirichlet Laplacian:
U
p
S “ Sp¨qUp, with norm }u}UpS “ }Sp´¨qu}Up
V
p
S “ Sp¨qV p, with norm }u}V pS “ }Sp´¨qu}V p
Definition 3.2. Let upt, xq P S 1pRˆ Ωq, s P R. We say that u P X1l if and only if,
(8) }u}X1
l
“
ÿ
jě0
2jplog jq 12 }∆jupt, ¨qq}U2
S
ă `8
and u P Xs if and only if,
(9) }u}2Xs “
ÿ
jě0
22sj}∆jupt, ¨qq}2U2
S
ă `8.
Similarly, we say that v P Y ˘1l if and only if,
(10) }v}2
Y ˘1
l
“ sup
jě0
2˘jplog jq´ 12 }∆jvpt, ¨qq}V 2
S
ă `8
and v P Y s if and only if,
(11) }v}Y s “
ÿ
jě0
22sj}∆jvpt, ¨qq}2V 2
S
ă `8.
The most important property relating our spaces is that the Duhamel operator associated to Sptq
maps the dual of Y ´1l (or Y
´s) to X1l (or X
s). Moreover, any multilinear estimate on products of
linear solutions to the Schrödinger equation may be transferred to our functional spaces, at most
at a cost of a log loss in the constants.
Now, we can reformulate a more precise local (in time) version of Theorem 3.1.
Proposition 3.1. Let Ω be a bounded domain in R3 with smooth boundary. Let φ0 P B1,12,l Ă H10 pΩq.
Then (1) admits a unique local in time solution u P X1l . Moreover, the associated flow is analytic,
and the local time of existence T is at least comparable to }φ0}´2
B
1,1
2,l
.
When the data φ0 is smoother, we may refine our local result:
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Proposition 3.2. Let Ω be a bounded domain in R3 with smooth boundary. Let φ0 P Hs0pΩq for
1 ă s ď 3. Then (1) admits a unique local in time solution u P X1l . Moreover, the solution is in
Xs ãÑ CT pHspΩqq, and the local time of existence T is of order plog }φ0}HspΩq log log }φ0}HspΩqq´1
(provided the L2pΩq norm of φ0 is small in the focusing case).
This last result takes into account the conservation of the Hamiltonian, which provides control
of the H10 norm. The double logarithm appearing in the time of existence translates into a triple
exponential growth of the corresponding Sobolev norm as a function of time.
4. Proofs and further developments
We start with proving Theorem 2.1. Let us recall a result from [28]. Let u, v be two solutions to
the Schrödinger equation which are not necessarily spectrally localized, and define
(12) Iρpu, vq “
ż
ρpx´ yq|u|2pxq|v|2pyq dxdy.
Theorem 4.1 ([28]). Let ρ be a weight function such that its Hessian Hρ is positive; let
(13) F pu, vqpx, yq “ v¯pyq∇xupxq ` upxq∇y v¯pyq .
We have
(14) B2t Iρ “ 4
ż
Hρpx´ yqpF pu, vqpx, yq, F pu, vqpx, yqq dxdy
´ 2
ż
xPBΩ,yPΩ
|v|2pyqBnρpx´ yq|Bnu|2pxq dSxdy
´ 2
ż
yPBΩ,xPΩ
|u|2pxqBnρpx´ yq|Bnv|2pyq dSydx.
We follow [15] in spirit, although our presentation will differ, both on the choice of weight and
our later treatment of lower order terms. First, rather than applying our theorem with the weight
ρωpx´ yq “ |ω ¨ px´ yq ` σq| where ω P S2 is any direction and σ P R is a spatial parameter which
will be averaged later, we directly use the weight ρω,k defined as follows:
ρω,kpzq “ |ω ¨ z| if |ω ¨ z| ą 2´k ,
ρω,kpzq “ 2k|ω ¨ z|2{2` 2´k{2 if |ω ¨ z| ď 2´k ,
This yields,
(15)
ż
|px´yq¨ω|ă2´k
|ujpxqpω.∇qv¯kpyq ` v¯kpyqpω ¨∇qujpxq|2 dxdy
´
ż
xPBΩ,yPΩ
|vk|2pyqBnρω,kpx´ yq|Bnuj |2pxq dSxdy
´
ż
yPBΩ,xPΩ
|uj |2pxqBnρω,kpx´ yq|Bnvk|2pxq dSydx “ 1
4
B2t Iρω ,k.
Let us deal with the right-hand side: after time integration and with
ω ¨∇ρω,kpzq “ 1|z¨ω|ą2´ksgnpz ¨ ωq ` 1|z¨ω|ď2´k2k|z ¨ ω|
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which we notice is a bounded function, we get
BtIρω,kptq “
ż
ω ¨∇ρω,kpx´ yqIm u¯jpω ¨∇qujpxq|vk|2pyq dxdy
´
ż
ω ¨∇ρω,kpx´ yqIm v¯kpω ¨∇qvkpyq|uj |2pxq dxdy
which is easily seen to be bounded,
|BtIρω,kpT q ´ BtIρω,kp0q| À }vkp0q}22}ujp0q}2}ujp0q} 9H1
0
pΩq ` }ujp0q}22}vp0q}2}vkp0q} 9H1
0
pΩq.
On the other hand, |Bnρω,k| ď 1 and the boundary terms in (15) may be bounded by
(16)
ż
BΩˆΩ
|vk|2pyq|Bnρωpx´ yq||Bnuj |2pxq dSxdy
`
ż
ΩˆBΩ
|uj |2pxq|Bnρωpx´ yq||Bnvk|2pxq dSydx À H0pujq}vkp0q}22 `H0pvkq}ujp0q}22 .
We are thus left with
(17)
ż T
0
ż
|px´yq¨ω|ă2´k
|ujpxqpω ¨∇qv¯kpyq ` v¯kpyqpω ¨∇qujpxq|2 dxdydt
À }vkp0q}22H0pujq ` }ujp0q}22H0pvkq .
We now consider the term ujpω ¨∇qv¯k in the | ¨ ¨ ¨ |2 inside (17) above, and restrict to |px´yqK| ă 2´k,
where for any z, zK “ z ´ pz ¨ ωqω, to getż T
0
ż
|px´yq¨ω|ă2´k
ż
|px´yqK|ă2´k
|ujpxqpω ¨∇qv¯kpyq|2 dxdydt ;
changing variables so that y “ x` z, we may bound this integral from above by
Jω “
ż T
0
ż
|z|ă2´pk´1q
|ujpxqpω ¨∇qvkpx` zq|2 dxdzdt ,
as t|px ´ yq ¨ ω| ă 2´ku X t|px ´ yqK| ă 2´ku Ă t|x ´ y| ă 2´pk´1qu. Notice that the variable z is
averaged over a ball of size 2´pk´1q, which is the dual size of the spectral localization at 2k of vk.
This will be crucial later on. For now, by Cauchy-Schwarz,
J2ω À
ż T
0
}uj}44 dxdt
ż T
0
}∇vk}44 dxdt
ż
|z|ă2´pk´1q
dz À 2´3k
ż T
0
}uj}44 dxdt
ż T
0
}
?
´∆vk}44 dxdt .
We then use the linear L4t,x estimate from [28], which becomes with our notations
Lemma 4.1 ([28]). Let wm be a solution to (2). Then
(18)
ż T
0
}wm}44 dt À }wmp0q}22H0pwmq.
Moreover, when Ω is compact,
(19)
ż T
0
}wm}44 dt À T22m}wmp0q}42.
Therefore, we have
şT
0
}uj}44 dt À }ujp0q}22H0pujq and
şT
0
}vk}44 dt À }vkp0q}22H0pvkq, and get
(20) Jω À }ujp0q}2H0pujq ˆ 2´3k`2k}vkp0q}2H0pvkq .
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Going back to (17), we may restrict the space integration to |x´y| ă 2´k as well as change variables
y “ x` z and consequently we are left with
Kωpu, vq “
ż T
0
ż
|z|ă2´k
|vkpx` zqpω ¨∇qujpxq|2 dxdzdt
for which we proved (combining (17) and (20))
(21) Kωpu, vq À 2´k
`}vkp0q}22H0pujq| ` }ujp0q}2H0pvkq˘ .
We digress with an elementary version of the trace lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Let φ be a smooth function in R3 and λ ą 0. Denote by Cµ the cube centered at x “ 0
with size µ. Then
(22) |φp0q|2 À λ´1
ż
C
λ´1
|∆φ|2 ` λ3
ż
C
λ´1
|φ|2 .
By standard elliptic regularity, (22) is true for a cube of size λ “ 1. The estimate for any λ then
follows by rescaling, applying the estimate for λ “ 1 to φpλ´1¨q. l
We now apply the lemma to vkpx` zq as a function of z, with λ “ 2k´1:
|vkpxq|2 À 2´k
ż
|z|ă2´k`1
|∆zvkpx` zq|2 dz ` 23k
ż
|z|ă2´k`1
|vkpx` zq|2 dz .
Taking advantage of ∆zvkpx ` zq “ ∆xvkpx ` zq, we can combine (21) for vk with (21) where vk
is replaced by ∆vk which is also a solution to the Schrödinger equation with Dirichlet boundary
condition: ż T
0
ż
Ω
|vkpxqpω ¨∇qujpxq|2dxdt À2´kKωpu,∆vkq ` 23kKωpu, vkq
À2´2k `}∆vkp0q}22H0pujq ` }ujp0q}22H0p∆vkq˘
` 22k `}vkp0q}22H0pujq ` }ujp0q}22H0pvkq˘
À22k `}vkp0q}22H0pujq ` }ujp0q}22H2pvkq˘ ,
Which is the desired conclusion, as ω is any direction in S2. Theorem 2.1 is proved. l
Notice that
(23)
ż T
0
}uj∇vk}22 dt À
ˆż T
0
}uj}44 dt
˙ 1
2
ˆż T
0
}?´∆vk}44 dt
˙ 1
2
À }ujp0q}2H0pujq
1
2 }vkp0q}2H0pvkq
1
2
so that we also control ∇pujvkq or ∇puj v¯kq rather than just vk∇uj. This will prove to be useful in
the next argument.
We now prove (5) from Proposition 2.1 and (6) from Proposition 2.2: let us sumarize our current
result as
(24) 2´2k´j
ż T
0
}uj∇vk}22 ` }∇pujvkq}22 dt À 2´kH2pvkq}ujp0q}22 ` 2´jH0pujq}vkp0q}22 “ Γpuj, vkq .
Let ∆l “ ϕp2´2l∆q be a spectral localization on Ω. Let Ql “ 2´l∇ expp2´2l∆qand Q‹l its transpose.
We need to prove ż T
0
}ujvk}22 dt «
ÿ
l
ż T
0
}∆lpujvkq}22 dt À 22k´j}ujp0q}22}vkp0q}22 ,
where T is arbitrarily large on a non-trapping domain or T ă 2´j on a bounded domain.
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Start with l ą j: we have
∆lpujvkq “ ∆˜l expp2´2l∆q2´2l∆pujvkq “ ∆˜lQ‹l 2´l∇pujvkq
where ∆˜l “ ψp2´2l∆q and ψpξq “ ϕpξqξ´1 exppξq P C80 pR˚`q, and therefore, as ∆˜j, Q‹l are bounded
on L2 (see [21]) ż T
0
}∆lpujvkq}22 dt À 2´2l`j`2kΓpuj , vkq,
which we may sum over l ą j to get that
(25)
ÿ
ląj
ż T
0
}∆lpujvkq}22 dt À 2´j`2kΓpuj, vkq.
We now proceed with l ă j. We consider directlyÿ
lăj
∆lpujvkq “ Sjpujvkq.
Recall uj “ φp2´2j∆quj where φ is compactly supported away from ξ “ 0. Let φ˜ P C80 pR˚`q be
such that ξ´1φ˜pξq “ 1 on the support of φ, and Dj “ φ˜p2´2j∆q. We may rewrite
Sjpujvkq “ Sjpvk2´2j∆Djujq ,
and wj “ Djuj is a solution to (2) with data wjp0q “ Djujp0q. Then
Sjpujvkq “ Sjp2´jdivpvk2´j∇wjq ´ Sjp2´j∇vk ¨ 2´j∇wjq
“ S˜jQ‹j pvk2´j∇wjq ´ 2k´jSjp2´k∇vk ¨ 2´j∇wjq ,
where S˜j “ γp2´2j∆q and γpξq “
ř
lă0 ϕp2´2lξq exppξq P C80 pr0,`8qq. Again, Sj, S˜j, Q‹j are
bounded on L2 and therefore, using (24) on vk∇wj and Lemma 4.1 for ∇vk and ∇wj,ż T
0
}Sjpujvkq}22 dt À 2´j22k`jΓpwj , vkq ` 22pk´jq}wjp0q}2H0pwjq
1
2 }vkp0q}2H0pvkq
1
2
À 22k´jΓpwj , vkq ` 22pk´jq2j{2`k{2Γpwj , vkq ,
and using k ă j and continuity of Dj,
(26)
ż T
0
}Sjpujvkq}22 dt À 22k´jΓpwj , vkq .
In order to complete the proof, we proceed differently depending on the domain. Let S be a
(compact) strip close to the boundary BΩ, we recall the following estimate from [28] (eq. (5.4) p.
279), on solutions to (1) with ε “ 0 (linear equation):
(27)
ż T
0
ż
BΩ
|Bnφ|2dSdt À
ż T
0
}φ}2H1pSqdt` sup
r0,T s
}φ}29H1{2 .
We are now facing two different situations:
‚ if Ω is the exterior of a non-trapping compact obstacle, local smoothing holds ([8]) and the
time integral on the right-hand side of (27) is controlled by the other term, itself controlled
by invariants of the flow. Hence,
(28)
ż T
0
ż
BΩ
|Bnφ|2dSdt À }φ}2}φ}H1
0
pΩq .
Recalling the definition of Γp¨, ¨q, Hkp¨q and using the frequencies localizations, we get
Γpwj , vkq À }wjp0q}2}vkp0q}2 À }ujp0q}2}vkp0q}2 .
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Gathering (25), (26) we obtain the desired estimate (5);
‚ if Ω is a compact domain, we simply restrict T ă 2´j , so that
(29)
ż T
0
ż
BΩ
|Bnφ|2dSdt À 2´j}φp0q}2H1
0
pΩq ` }φp0q}2}φp0q}H10 pΩq .
Now, we get again
Γpwj, vkq À }wjp0q}2}vkp0q}2 À }ujp0q}2}vkp0q}2 ,
but only for T ă 2´j . Gathering (25), (26) we obtain the desired estimate (6); for any
interval r0, T s, we split into intervals of size 2´j and sum up, which yields (7).
This achieves the proof of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. l
4.1. Nonlinear equation on a domain. We shall use the following result to estimate norms in
our conormal spaces X1plq and X
s, which can be extracted from [17].
Lemma 4.3. Consider u the solution of iBt `∆u “ f, u|BΩ “ 0u|t“0 “ u0. Then for any s,
}u}Xs ď CT p}u0}Bs,2
2
` }f}pY ´sq1q,
where pY ´sq1 is the dual space (with respect to the L2t,x bracket) of Y s.
Remark 4.1. It should be emphasized that, for small T , CT „ C, which is a consequence of our
use of the U and V spaces. Hence, in a contraction argument, the smallness may not be provided
by the Duhamel estimate (as is customary with the classical Xs,b spaces), nor by rescaling since we
are on a domain. However, the nonlinear estimate will be derived using (7) where the T factor will
serve this purpose.
The important feature of the U and V based spaces is that we have a good transference principle:
multilinear estimates involving linear solutions to the Schrödinger equation may be turned into
estimates for our Xsplq spaces. From now on, it should be understood that we restrict the time
interval to a fixed time interval r´T, T s. Given that functions in our spaces can be time-truncated
this is harmless.
Proposition 4.1. Let up1q, up2q, up3q P X1l then up1qu¯p2qup3q P pY ´1l q1 and
(30) }up1qu¯p2qup3q}pY ´1
l
q1 À T }up1q}X1l }u
p2q}X1
l
}up3q}X1
l
.
Moreover, if u P Xs, for 1 ă s ď 3, then
(31) }|u|2u}pY ´sq1 À T }u}2X1
l
}u}Xs .
Both nonlinear mappings are proved by duality: for convenience, introduce v P Y 1l , then (30) is
a consequence of
n
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
Ω
u1u¯2u3∆v¯ dxdt
ˇˇˇ
ˇ À T }up1q}X1l }up2q}X1l }up3q}X1l }v}Y 1l ,
while, with v P Y 2´s, (31) is a consequence ofˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż T
0
ż
Ω
uu¯u∆v¯ dxdt
ˇˇˇ
ˇ À T }u}2X1
l
}u}Xs}v}Y 2´s .
Both space-time integrals may now be decomposed into dyadic pieces, and we are left with estimating
(32) Ij1,j2,j3,j4 “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
u
p1q
j1
u¯
p2q
j2
u
p3q
j3
∆vj4 dxdt
where the first three factors are dyadic pieces of the corresponding up1,2,3q and the fourth one of v.
In order to proceed, we recall the following end-point result, which will be crucial:
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Proposition 4.2 ([3]). The solution wm to the linear Schrödinger equation (2) satisfies
(33) }wm}L2
T
L8pΩq À
?
Tm22m}wmp0q}2.
This is nothing but a summation over time intervals of [3], Lemma 6.1 (which is stated on an
interval of size 2´m), together with conservation of mass. Notice that (33) has a double logarithmic
loss in the frequency. We may now use Proposition 2.19 (i) in [17] to obtain, for a generic wm which
is frequency localized at 2m,
(34) }wm}L2
T
L8pΩq À
?
Tm22m}wm}U2
S
,
while we have the obvious “energy” estimate }wm}L8t L2 À }wm}UqS for any q ď `8. We may now
state our key estimate as a suitable analog of Proposition 2.2.
Proposition 4.3. Let uj and vk be frequency localized functions with k ď j, then
(35)
ż T
0
}ujvk}22 dt` 2´2j
ż T
0
}vk∇uj}22 dt À T22k}uj}2U2
S
}vkp0q}2U2
S
,
and
(36)
ż T
0
}ujvk}22 dt` 2´2j
ż T
0
}vk∇uj}22 dt À T22kplog kq2}uj}2V 2
S
}vkp0q}2U2
S
.
Moreover,
(37) 2´2k´2j
ż T
0
}uj∆vk}22 ` 2´2j
ż T
0
}uj∇vk}22 dt À T23k´j}uj}2V 2
S
}vkp0q}2V 2
S
.
Proof. The first estimate (35) is a direct consequence of (7) and, again, Proposition 2.19 (i) in [17],
which is the transference principle we alluded to. The third estimate (37) is a consequence of a
linear estimate: again by Proposition 2.19 in [17], we have, as a consequence of (19), that for any
wm localized at 2
m, l P N,
(38) }p∇qlwm}L4
T
L4 À T
1
42p
1
2
`lqm}wm}U4
S
À T 142p 12`lqm}wm}V 2
S
,
using U4S Ă V 2S . Hence (37) follows by Hölder. The second (key !) estimate (36) is proven in two
steps: first, combining by Hölder (34) on vk and the trivial “energy” estimate on uj , we get a new
bilinear estimate,
(39) 2´2j
ż T
0
}vk∇uj}22 dt`
ż T
0
}ujvk}22 dt À T22kk4}uj}2U8
S
}vkp0q}2U2
S
.
We may now apply Proposition 2.20 from [17] to the operator T mapping uj to ujvk : by (39)
it maps U8S to L
2
TL
2 with constant C1
?
T2kk2}vkp0q}U2
S
, while by (35) it maps U2S to L
2
TL
2 with
constant C2
?
T2k}vkp0q}U2
S
. As a result, T maps V 2S to L
2
TL
2 with constant C3
?
T2k log k}vkp0q}U2
S
which is the desired result. The estimate for vk∇uj follows similarly. 
We remark that the right-hand side of (37) may obviously be replaced by the right-hand side of
(36), as U2S Ă V 2S . This will be useful in unifying the treatment of nonlinear terms later.
Lemma 4.4. Let j1, j2, j4 ď j3, we have
(40)
ÿ
j1,j2
|Ij1,j2,j3,j4| À T }up1q}X1
l
}up2q}X1
l
}up3qj3 }U2S}∆vj4}V 2S .
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Proof. One should think that the most difficult case is when j1, j2 ď j4: Estimate (40) then follows
from (35) and (36) after pairing both low frequency factors with the higher frequencies factors,
applying Cauchy-Schwarz, summing over j1, j2 and using the definition of X
1
l : without loss of
generality, let j1 ď j2,
|Ij1,j2,j3,j4| À }up2qj2 u
p3q
j3
}L2
T
L2}up1qj1 ∆vj4}L2TL2
À T log j12j1}up1qj1 }U2S2
j2}up2qj2 }U2S}u
p3q
j3
}U2
S
}∆vj4}V 2
Sÿ
j1ďj2
|Ij1,j2,j3,j4| À
ÿ
j1ďj2
T plog j1q
1
2 2j1}up1qj1 }U2Splog j2q
1
2 2j2}up2qj2 }U2S}u
p3q
j3
}U2
S
}∆vj4}V 2
S
which implies the desired result. When j4 is less than j1 and/or j2, we simply use (37) on the v
factor and one of the u’s. 
Assume that ǫ “ 0, 1{2, s ą 0,1 ď p together with
2sj3plog j3qǫ}up3qj3 }U2S “ αj3 P l
p and 2p2´sqj4plog j4q´ǫ}vj4}U2
S
“ βj4 P lp
1
then we may sum over j3 ď j4 (using Young for discrete sequences) to getÿ
j1ďj2ďj4ďj3
|Ij1,j2,j3,j4| À }up1q}X1
l
}up2q}X1
l
}pαj3qj3}lp}pβj4qj4}lp1 .
Both nonlinear mappings from Proposition 4.1 follow for such a restricted set of indices tj1, j2, j4 ď
j3u, choosing s “ 1, p “ 1, ǫ “ 1{2 and then 1 ă s ď 3, p “ 2, ǫ “ 0.
We now deal with the most difficult situation, namely j1, j2, j3 ď j4. Without loss of generality,
we may suppose j1 ď j2 ď j3. Integrating by parts the full Laplacian, we get terms like
(41) Jj1,j2,j3,j4 “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
u
p1q
j1
u¯
p2q
j2
∆u
p3q
j3
vj4 dxdt and Kj1,j2,j3,j4 “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
u
p1q
j1
∇u¯
p2q
j2
¨∇up3qj3 vj4 dxdt
where successive boundary terms vanish due to the Dirichlet boundary condition and where we kept
only the most difficult terms (derivatives fall on the highest frequencies).
Lemma 4.5. Let j1, j2 ď j3 ď j4, we have
(42)
ÿ
j1,j2
|Jj1,j2,j3,j4| À T }up1q}X1
l
}up2q}X1
l
}∆up3qj3 }U2S}vj4}V 2S ,
while
(43)
ÿ
j1,j2ďj3
|Kj1,j2,j3,j4| À T }up1q}X1
l
}up2q}X1
l
2
3
2
j3}∆up3qj3 }U2S2
1
2
j4}vj4}V 2
S
.
Proof. The Jj1,j2,j3,j4 integral may be dealt with like we did for Ij1,j2,j3,j4 : indeed,
|Jj1,j2,j3,j4| À }up2qj2 ∆u
p3q
j3
}L2
T
L2}up1qj1 vj4}L2TL2ÿ
j1ďj2
|Ij1,j2,j3,j4| À
ÿ
j1ďj2
T plog j1q
1
2 2j1}up1qj1 }U2Splog j2q
1
2 2j2}up2qj2 }U2S}∆u
p3q
j3
}U2
S
}vj4}V 2
Sÿ
j1ďj2
|Jj1,j2,j3,j4| À }up1q}X1
l
}up2q}X1
l
}∆up3qj3 }U2S}vj4}V 2S
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The Kj1,j2,j3,j4 is interesting in that it does not require the use of (36) but only (35) and the linear
L4tx estimate (38):
|Kj1,j2,j3,j4| À }up1qj1 ∇u
p3q
j3
}L2
T
L2}∇up2qj2 }L4TL4}vj4}L4TL4ÿ
j1ďj2
|Ij1,j2,j3,j4| À
ÿ
j1ďj2
T2j1}up1qj1 }U2S2
3
2
j2}up2qj2 }U4S2
j3}up3qj3 }U2S2
1
2
j4}vj4}V 2
Sÿ
j1ďj2ďj3
|Jj1,j2,j3,j4| À }up1q}X1
l
}up2q}X1
l
2
3
2
j3}∆up3qj3 }U2S2
1
2
j4}vj4}V 2
S
where we notice that the log factor in X1l could be dispensed with. 
Now, we may again conclude as we did before for both remaining sums over j3 ď j4, in order to
achieve the proof of Proposition 4.1, for 1 ă s ă 2.
However, for 2 ď s ď 3, we need to integrate by parts again: in fact, v P Y 2´s is still at zero or
negative regularity, so we set v “ ∆w and we consider
(44)
J˜j1,j2,j3,j4 “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
u
p1q
j1
u¯
p2q
j2
∆u
p3q
j3
∆wj4 dxdt and K˜j1,j2,j3,j4 “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
u
p1q
j1
∇u¯
p2q
j2
¨∇up3qj3 ∆wj4 dxdt
where, again, we kept what is, at this stage, the worst distribution of derivatives. The J˜j1,j2,j3,j4
integral is nothing but our original Ij1,j2,j3,j4 is disguise, with ∆uj3 playing the part of uj3 and w
the part of v; we leave the details to the reader. The K˜j1,j2,j3,j4 integral requires more care: first,
remark that we may integrate by parts twice, as the successive boundary terms will vanish due to
uj1|BΩ “ 0 and then wBΩ “ 0. If the Laplacian hits any individual uj factor, we are back with an
integral like our previous Kj1,j2,j3,j4 . Hence the last remaining case to deal with corresponds to
Lj1,j2,j3,j4 “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
u
p1q
j1
∇
2u¯
p2q
j2
∇
2u
p3q
j3
wj4 dxdt
for which we use (36) on the uj1wj4 factor and the linear estimate (38) for the remaining two factors.
l
Remark 4.2. One should emphasize that once a global solution is obtained for 1 ă s ă 3
2
(so that
Hs
0
“ HspΩq X H1
0
), using the available Strichartz estimates one could propagate classical HσpΩq
regularity for σ ą s by using the equation and energy estimates. The main point of the previous
analysis in Xs spaces is to illustrate that one may perform more than one integration by parts in
the analysis of the worst case scenario j4 ą j3 (which does not exist in R3 by orthogonality due to
disjoint Fourier supports). In fact, one could perform one last integration by parts (with just one
gradient) in the worst part of J˜j1,j2,j3,j4 to reach s ă 4, taking advantage of B2nu|BΩ “ 0 to dispense
with the corresponding boundary term.
Let us denote by |||u|||T “ }1p´T,T qu}X1l . Proposition 3.1 is a simple consequence of Banach
fixed-point theorem in a suitable ball of the space endowed with norm |||¨|||T . From now on, all
numerical constants are written explicitly and numbered. We have
|||u|||T ď |||Sptqup0q|||T ` C1T |||u|||3T ď C0}up0q}B1,1
2,l
` C1T |||u|||3T .
And we may solve for
(45)
C2
2}up0q}2
B
1,1
2l
ď T ă C2}up0q}2
B
1,1
2,l
.
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We now proceed with Proposition 3.2: we only need to prove an estimate on the time of exis-
tence, persistence in Xs being a direct consequence of (31), which we may rewrite, with }u}s,T “
}1p´T,T qu}Xs ,
}u}s,T ď C3}up0q}Hs ` C4T |||u|||2T }u}s,T .
As such, adjusting the C2 constant if necessary,
}upT q}Hs ď }u}s,T ď 2C3}up0q}Hs ,
provided T satisfies (45). We now proceed with a logarithmic Sobolev inequality: for any f P B1,1
2,l ,
for s “ 1` η, we have, for J large,
}f}
B
1,1
2,l
ď }S0f}2 `
Jÿ
jě0
plog jq 122j}∆jf}2 `
ÿ
jěJ
plog jq 12 2j}∆jf}2
ď }S0f}2 ` pJ log Jq
1
2
` Jÿ
jě0
22j}∆jf}22
˘ 1
2 `
ÿ
jěJ
plog jq 12 2´ηj2sj}∆jf}2
ď }f}2 ` pJ log Jq 12 }f}H1 ` 2´
3
4
ηJ }f}Hs
ď }f}2 ` pJ log Jq
1
2
`}f}H1 ` 2´ η2 J}f}Hs˘
and the p¨ ¨ ¨ q is optimized in J for J “ 2{η logpη}f}Hs{p2}f}H1qq. As such, we get
(46) }f}
B
1,1
2
ď }f}H1pC5 ` C6plog }f}Hs log log }f}Hsq
1
2 q .
Using this inequality, for Hs data, (45) yields a new time of existence,
(47) T „ C7}up0q}2
H1
log }up0q}Hs log log }up0q}Hs ,
and the proof of Proposition 3.2 is complete. l
Finally, we prove Theorem 3.1 by iterating the local in time construction from Proposition 3.2.
In the defocusing case of (1), the Hamiltonian Epuq is conserved and controls the H1 norm. Set
T1 “ T , and repeat the local in time construction from the data upT1q, and reach T1 ` T2, with
T2 „ C7
E log }upT1q}Hs log log }upT1q}Hs „
C7
E logp2C3}up0q}Hsq log logp2C3}up0q}Hsq .
after n steps, we reach T1 ` T2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Tn, with
Tn „ C7
E log }upTn´1q}Hs log log }upTn´1q}Hs „
C7
E logpp2C3qn´1}up0q}Hsq log logpp2C3qn´1}up0q}Hsq
which yields for n large enough (depending on C3 and }up0q}Hs),
Tn ě C8
n log n
.
Therefore the series
ř
n Tn diverges and we may reach an arbitrarily large time. Moreover,
}upTnq}Hs ď p2C3qn´1}up0q}Hs „ C9pexp exp expTnq}up0q}Hs .
Hence, we proved global existence in the defocusing case for (1). The focusing case is handled
similarly, with the additional restriction on the mass }up0q}2
2
, which is a conserved quantity, and
is required to be small so that }u}H1 stays comparable to E
1
2 by using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg
inequality.
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